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A Measure of Scientific Reasoning: The Springs Task
(Details for Construction', Administratidn, endScoring)

As described in Linn and Rice (Journal of Educational Measurement), the
Springs Task measures ability to criticize and control experiments, name,.
variables, and analyze results. This appendix gives details for construction
of the apparatus, administration of the interview, and. scoring.

Con4truction of the Apparatus

4

As shown.in Figure 1, the apparatus consists of a wooden frame, 8. springs,

2 slinkys, 6 fishing weights, 10 cup hooks, and 2 wooden cylinders.
To construct the wooden frame .four pieces of 1" x 2" ,stripr'of Wood are

nailed together to for% arectangit 14?' higVby'18" long. 'A piece of oak tag
is tacked to the outer edge; to forma backdrop for the apparatus. EFghtismall
cup hooks are screvtedrinth the un.dersi de of the top .piece of wood to hold the
.spripgs. A 3" piece of I" x 2" strip with two cup hooks is attached to the top
left side of the frame with a hinge.

The.Weights. Six flat fishing weights, two each of 2 oz., 14 oz., and 8.oz.,
are -needed for'qUestions ..1 through 4. For question 5, two wooden4linders I"
in diameter by 2" high are needed. Both cylinders have, eye Woks screwed into
the top ,so that they. may be hung from a spring. (Me cylinder is painted orange.
The other cylinder is dri 1 led'out in the center and a small piece of lead is

, inse'rted in the hole to mSke i t heakier le keeping .1 t the same' size as the
first cylinder. Thib.weighted cylinder is painted bl ;ie.

The S rings. Springs can be custom made.by any sprIgmaker as described'in.
Tdb

.

e . The top of the spring is finished with a closed, loop to hang from the
cuphook. ,The bottom has'an open lbop to hang weights from. For Question 5,.
a eeielar Slinky and a Junior Slinky are used. The sliekysare cut so they are
1 V' 'hanging length.

) .

Interview Procedure,

, -
, The questions to be asked are given, in Figure 2. A detailed description

of the interview procedure fo -lows. in order to use the interview successful ly,
an interviewer w i l l need to _fey the procedure with 2 to 5 pi lot subjects.' in
general , the interviewer. wi 11 'read al 1 questions on the ,protocol and record, each

response. .0f course, the 'interviewer must Not supply,. information:' Whenever a
respbnse is unclear, the Interyiewer will choose, appropriate probfs from the list.
given after the.question. is important for the interviewer tc be familiar
with the scoring standards ih order to be sure to' probe responievwhith cannot
be scored. 4 ;

'First, the interviewer hangs the springs on the.hoOks -and places, the weights'
:on 'the wood strip. below them. Then thelapparatus is arranged so.that the-sukject
and interviewer can manipulate it easily.. Both should 'face the frame, ,in'terviewe`c,,
positioned so responses Can be recorded with outside hand. the apparatus re-
qui-red for each question Is giyen bri the, protocol In Figure and summarized in
-Table 2.

4.
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Question 1. Make the subject at ease ond.read the statement with Question 1.
Most subjects-will start to hang weights on springs and observe the results. If

the subject does not name some variables after a few minutes, interviewer can
ask, "What things seem to make a difference?" Record any ideaysubject hat:. If

subject mentions size of spring It Is necessary to probe to see if length or
diameter is meant (c.g., soy, "Show me a small spring and large spring").
Subjects usually phrase variables in the form "how thick it is, how long it is,"
etc., or "if it R thick, if it is st$ong.."

Question 2A. Most subjects will include weight in their list of variables.
In any. case, the experiment they do, not how they answerthe questions .is most
important. After reading the first part of 2A, circle'Yes or Nos Then ask,
"Do an experiment to find out whether weight makes a difference." Circle the
springs and weights the subject uses. For example, if an 8 oz. weight is placed
on spring 3 and a 4 oz. weight on spring 2, the experiment is recorded as shown
below.

1 204
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'After recording the experiment ask the subject, "Why did you do, the experi-
. ment that way?" If subject does not reply or says, "To show that weight makes.

a Aifference," use Probe 1.

The only controlled experiment possible for question 2A:uses one spring and.
-two different 'weights. Many subjects search for two springs that appear to be
the same and may verbalize thi.s as they pull on the springs trying to find two
of comparable springiness. if the subiect does.this and states that no two are
alike, interviewer may recognize the di:emma and ask, "If that is so, what can
you ,do about it?" This helps some subjects to realize that they'will have to
put two different weights on the same spring, but.it does not:give them any 0
information or indicate that AheAnterviewer agrees with the finding.''

I the subject does a controlled experiment but caA't seem to givea reason'.
for a, use Probe i to.direct his/her attention to the choice of SprinOS and-
weights. .

.-
If the subject do es an uncontroiltd experiment, use Probe 2 or a. If the

subject says "Yes" to Probe 2 or "Weighi-s make a differenCe" tolL then the
interviewer shciud go on to question 2B. If the subject says."No"to Probe 2
or "Springs and weights matter" to Probe 3, then ask Probe 4. Record any new
'experiment, and ask Probe,5, "Is it'better to-use.One spring twice than'tWo.
springs once?" After subject says "Yes" or "No" ask "Why?"

Question 2B. 'Circle subject's response of."Yes" or "No," then ask "Why?".,
Many subjects need to do the experiment before they can_answer the question.
While this is unnecessary and often indicates the'subject is.focusing on the
results of the experiment rather than the.procedure, subject may be allowed to
carry outthe experiment before answering 'the question. An alternate procedure
is for the interviewer to hang the weights on the. spring and alfowt subject to 1.\.(
observe thet%results. 4

Question 3A. This question may be handled in the same way as 2A. A .controlled

experiment uses the sane weight and either springs 1 and 2 or-7 and 8., 'If '

1 .
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subject doss an uncontrolled experiment and answers "No" to probes such as
"02es It matter that one spring is long and one l,s short?" go on to Question 36.
Hoiever, if subjectreplins "Yes" to two suckprObes, ask, "Is there another way
to,do the experiment? How, would you do-it?" Then allow subject told° a new
experiment and ask, "I's this a better way to test for fatness? Why?"

'question 36.. It is handled as 20.

Question 4A. This question may be handled In the same way as 2A. A con-
trolled experiment used the same weight and either springs 2 and 3 or 5 and.7.

subject 'does an uncontrolled experiment and answers "No" to probes such as
'Woes it matter that one spring .is long and one is short? ", go on to Question
30. However, if subject replies "Yes" to such probes,/ask "is there a better
way to do the experiment? How would you do it?" Then allow subject to do a
new experiment and.ask "Why is that batter ?"

Question It (Ls handled as 28.

question 5. Remove short fat springs and tell subject, "Remember that in this
question you are an observer and will watch .what happens in -the experiment."
Then read question 5 as you hang up'the slinkys. Hang the blue weight on the
small slinky and the orange weight on the large dinky as you say, "Erin de-
cided to hang these two wooden weights from the springi. Watch what happened."
Read A. If.subject.reaches for the wooden weights before answering A.ask, "Why
do you want to touch them?" Many subjects then reply, "To see if they are the
same." interviewer can then- ask, "Would it. matter if they' weren'?" and record

. the_answer. The rest of questidn 5 is straightforward. Continue to askques-
tions until subject recognizes that the weights may not be the same. It is

important to record when the subject realized that. the weights could be unequal.

Scoring Responses

Question 1. The score is equal to the number of different Variables,named. .

Question 2A. .

.

-.,

11-107E77SUbject does a controlled experiment
spring might be strocingel"," "You have
show weight makesa difference," "Tb
are the same," "Everything has to be

and justifies by saying, "One
tó use 'the same spring to
Make it fair," "No two springs
equal except the weight-"

3 points: Subject does a'controlled experiment and gives same answerb as above
only after,a probe such as "Is it OK to use different-springs?" or
"Why only one spring?" Subject does a controlled exp4riment and says,
"I used different weights and the same spring."

2 points: Subject does a controlled experiment but repeats questions or focuses
on weights in justification:. "To seemhich weight stretches it most,",

used biggest and smallest weight," "It was a stretchyspring."

'2 poiritse- Subject 'does an uncontrolled experiment (uses two springs) but
says- the ,springs were similar, then does.a controlled-experiment
In response to- Probe kanejustifies it by recognizing that .d
two springs are the same in response to Probe 5. ..

41,
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1 point: Subject uses 2 springs but justifies the experiment by saying,
"The springs have the slime springiness" or PThe Springs are al-
most the same."' Subject does a controlled experiment,In response
to Probe b but can't answer Probb 5, or says 2 springs are just
as good.

0 points: Wrong. Subject uses one trial and says, "1 don't know," or
. '1doesn't do an experiment.

Question 2B.
3 points: 'Yes, because he used the same, spring and different weights,"

"Ye-5 , n two springs are the same."

2 points: "Yes, same spring."

1 point: "Yes, used differe'nt weights."

0 points: "No; weights are close in size."

guestion 3A. For this question very few subjects choose springs 7.end 8,
i few more choose 1 and2, but quite a few choose Wand 7 which are con-
trolfed for everything except length.

h points: 'S'ubject uses controlled experimeht (uses same weight on springs
7 and 8) and justifies by Saying, "Everything is equal except
for the fatness," "Same weights and same kind of spring,"
"Springs have to be the same material to make it fair."

of

3 points: Subj ct chooses similar springs (e.g., 1 and 2, 4 and 7) and
same eights.and justifies by saying, "Same weights and springs
looke like same material,"."The springs are the samelength
(used 1 and 2) and the weiAlis are.the same." Subject does
controlled experiment but 36-ntions only sameness, of weights.or
(not and) springs.

2 points: Subject chooses similar springi and same weights.but mentions
only weights or similarity of spririgs: "The thickneisoof the
wire, is the same" (for 1 and 2), "The weights are the sass," or
"One springis fat and one is thin." Subject does an uncontrolled
experimentbut in.response.to Probe to does a controlled experiment
and justifies it properly in answer to Probe 5.

A point: Subject chooses a less salable pair of springs-
and may show an awareness of the need to control
saying, "Weights are the same," "Springs are of
Subject does a controlled experiment in response
,says "No" to Probe 5. .

0 points: Wrong. One trial, no response.

question 36. .-

points: "No,-one spring is longer."

I point: "Yes, sameweights" or "Yes, springs are brass."

1 points: "Yes," "Looks good,"'etc.

(e.g., 2 and 6),
variables by
the same material.1'
to' Probe h, but

ri
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Question 4A." A ..
Z-51711777Subjectiumes controlled experiment (uses same weight on .springs

2 and 3 or 5 and 7) and Justifies by sayng, "Everything is equal
except for the material." "Same weights and same kind of spring."
"Springs have to be the same to make it fair."

4
3 points: As ford points but'givis Justification after probe.

2 pbints:

A

I point:

Subject chooses similar spriits and same weights but mentions
only weights or similarity of springs. "The weightsarm the
same," or "One spring As bl-ass and one is steel." Subject does
an uncontrolled experiment but in response to Probe 2 does a con-
trol led experiment and Justifies It properly in response to Probe 3. -4,

Subject chooses a dissimilar pair of springs .and may show an
awareness of the need to Control variables by saying, "Weights are
the same." Subject does a controlled experiment in response lo
Probe 4, but says "No" ta Probe 5:

0 points: Wrong. One trial, no response..

Auestionli!.
3 points: "No, one sprip9 is longer and has a thicker coil."

2 points: "No one is longer," or "No, one has a thicker coil."

I point: "Yes, same weights" or Yes, different material."

0 points: "Yes", "Looks good", etc.

'question 5..
4 points: "No because you don't know if ttid wei.ghts bre the same." Subject

reaches to touch weights, interviewetr.asks, "Why do you: want to
touch them?" Subject: "To see if they're the same." interviewer:
"Does it matter ?" Subject: "Yesif they're not the same you

.

don't khow."
.

3 points:

2 points:

1 point:

0 pants:

Subject says "Yes" to A and now says,' "No, maybe weights are not
the same," or "No, maybe on weight is heavier."

Subject says "Yes" to A and B and now says "Yes, do these wooden
things,weigh the same?" or "Yes, are these the same.size?"

"No, the blue is probably heavier."

Subject's responses to A, B, C, 4 are "Yes, Yes, No, Yes:6"

, Composite Scores. The,above scores can be combined to get a Variables,
Controlling, CriticizPkw, and-Analysis score.. The Variabfh score iC the:
score on question The Controlling score is the Cum of the scores on
questions 2A, 3A, and 4A. An alternatiVe is to count thelAbber of scores
of 3 or above on these items. -The Criticizing score is the sum-of.scores

on 28.,-311:, 4B. An alternative form of this score is to count the number
Of scores of 2 or above on these items. The Analysis score is the score'
on question 5.

1.
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# TABLE 1
. .

SPECIFICATIONS OF SPRINGS

SPRING
4, NUMBER MATgRIAL

LENGTH ,

(INCHES)
DIAMETER OF

COIL (INCHES) %A.,

I steel 2 .25

2 steel 2 .335

3 ,
4

- brass . 2
J

.335

brass .2 .335

5 steel 1.5 .25

6 steel 1.5 .25

7 brass 1.5 .25

8 brass. 1.5 .335

0

a#

THICKNESS OF
WIRE (INCHES)

(.4

018

.018

.018

.025

.025

.018

.02,5 044

.025

4

o I
%

.

0

8
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TABLE 2

DESCRIPTION OF SPRINGS APPARATUS

104gd
'NUMBER METAL

THICKNESS FATNESS,
OF WIRE OF SPRING LENGTH.

2

3

5

6

7
-- a

(weights:

.

Regular
slinky

Junior
slinky

.Questioni 1, 2, 3, 4

steel thin, thin
steel thin fat

brass thin fat

brass thick fat

steel thick thin
steel thin thin
'brass thick thin
brass thick fat

6 metal flat

steel.

steel

(ftights: metal

fish weights)

Question 5

thick

thick thin

Oong
long
bong
long
short
short'

short
short

if inches.

hanging

14 inches
harming

cYlinders'that look the same, but weigh differently)

4

o

9

t

0

-



Figure 1:.Springs Apparatus
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Materials:

FIGURE 2

SPRINGS QUESTIONS AND RESPONSE SHEET

stand
8 springs
2 sllnkys
6 flat -'fishing weights

2 wooden weights

# Var

SPRINGS

NaMe Grade
*

Sex: M F Age Experimenter

School

171

Date

IMPORTANT NOTE: If subject's response is unclear or incomplete use one or more
piobes.

1. (Hang,8 springi on the apparatus. Set. fishing weights out In front of sObject.)
Here I.bave some springs. I can hang these weights from them. Experiment with
them and tell me what might make a difference in how far-they expand..

2A. Now, do Yeti think-the amount of weight makes a difference in how far the spring
will%exliend? Yes No

' D6 an experiment to_find out whether weight makes a difference:

.

1 2 3" a 5 6 7 \\8

SP:

1 / 3 6 7 8

Why did you do the experiment this way?

Probes:

2 I. 8

2

1.. WhYdid you Ilse this spring and these weights?

2. Is it O.K. to use different sprigs to see if weight makes a difference?

3. What-does'oui experiment show?

4. Could you find out about weight by using one spring twice? Yes No

How would you do it?

.1)

'1

4.
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c.

Is it bette .ta use 1 spring twice than to use 2 springs once? Yes No
,Why?

2B. ,Someone else wanted to Pry° that weight makes a difference. Ho tried spring
.#6, once with wt. 2 and once with wt. 4. Is this a good way to prove weight
makes a difference? Yes No Why?

3A. Do you think the fatness of the spring makes a difference in how far it expands',
Yes No

Do an experiment to find out whether fatness makes a difference:

SP:

1 2 3 41 5 7 8

1 2 3 4 5' 6 7 8

2 4 8

2 4 8

Probes:

1. Why did yon{ use these springs and these weights?
.

2. Does it matter that this one is long and that one is short? (silver/bronzel*
thick/thin; etc.)?

:Would lighter/heavier weights be just as good?

'4. Is there another wayto.do the experiment? How would You do it?

5: Is this a better way to show if fatness makes a.difference. Yes No Why?,

".

3B. Someone else wanted to find out whether fatness make's a difference in how far
;down the spring stretches. He tried springs. 4 and 7 tWtv #4). is this a good

- experiment? Yes No Why?

4A. Now do you think the material the spring. s made of makes a 4iiference in how,
far thespring will exOnd? Yes. No

Do an experiment to find out whether material makes a.difference.:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 13._ 2 4 8
SP: WI:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7. 8 2 4 8

Probes:

.

I. Why did you'ime these springs and these weights?

2. Does it matter qlat this one is long and that one Is short? (Circle one)
(thick/thin; fat/skinny; heavy/light)? Yes No Why?

..r 12
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3. Is there a better way to do the experiment? Yes No How would you do
it?

4. Why is that better?

411. Someone else wanted to find out whether material makes a difference. He tried
-springs 4 and 5 (Wt. 17). Is this a gond experiment? Yes Na Why?

r/

5.. (Hang two slinkys on stand, use wooden weights.) Suppose there was another
contest artd for.thls contest Erin yids choosing between these two springs. Before
the contest, Erin decided to hang these two wooden weights from the springs
(blue wt. on small spring). Watch what happened.

SA. From this experiment do you know which spring you would choose for the contest?
Yes No Big Small Why?

Se. D you have enough information to decide which spring to choose? Yes No
Why?

SC. Would you have any questions to ask Erin? Yes No What?

SD. Do you think these wooden things weigh the same? Yes No

13


